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The machines of the series T are designed for the cleaning of bulk goods/small
parts within a washing drum.
The washing goods will be filled through the opening of the inclined drum and
reversed during the washing process, also trimmed if necessary.

In standard the drum is made from perforated sheet with a hole diameter of 5 mm -
other hole variants are available.
For filling and emptying the drum can be removed from the machine by using the
handles.
An automatic loading is also possible.

Because of the different equipment/versions with this machine a wide range of
requirements for the batchwise cleaning/trimming of small parts/bulk goods
can be fulfilled.

W 91 T
with 5 mm perforated sheet drum

drum cleaning machine

The drive of the washing drum happens by a gear motor with continous speed
control - so the turning speed can be suited to the sensitivity of the washing
goods.

In standard the drum has a filling
weight of 30 kg.

For the basic technical datas please
see „basic program“.
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They are equipped with a turning device without additional turn table washing basket.
This turning device is permanently installed and can be fitted with different basket
systems or special devices.

cleaning systems in stainless steel

Inside the removable turning device with integrated small parts basket
scooping washing goods, small parts with drillings, sensitive parts and
bulk goods will be cleaned.

To avoid damages during the turning process sensitive
washing goods can be fixed by
intermediate covers and clamping
covers or special devices
inside the small parts basket.

On the horizontally rotating washing basket the cleaning
of non-scooping parts, large modules and washing goods,
that must not be turned during the washing process, takes
place

The series C is a modified version of the standard series W (warm-watery cleaning)
and K (cold/solvent cleaning).

In addition to the turn table washing basket these machines are equipped
with a turning device for the use of smlall parts baskets/special devices.

W 80 C

series C

W 40 C

W 60 C

technical data

The loading of the machines can happen
by a transport trolley or a conveyor system.

All machines from the series C
can be equipped with the
accessories/components,
filter systems, rinsings, dryings
and the swivelling function etc.

of the types W and K.

W 115 TH 1
with a special basket
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For the basic technical data please see „basic program“.

Depending on the machine size the turning device can be fitted
individually with baskets of different measures and meshes or
special devices.
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technical data

For the basic technical data please see „basic program“.

W 91 TH 4
with 4 baskets

small parts basket

clamping cover

bulk goods cover

intermediate cover

W 115 C

Optionally the function „swivelling“
allows different angle adjustments,
where the turning device will be
swivelled without a full turn. mesh 1 - 24 mm

The machines of the series TH are also designed for the cleaning of scooping
washing goods, small parts with drillings, sensitive parts and bulk goods.

At standard basket sizes of
475 mm x 320 mm x 200 mm
the machines will be fitted
e. g.
91 TH with 4 baskets
and
115 TH with 9 baskets.

All machines from the series TH can be
equipped with the accessories/components,
filter systems, rinsings, dryings and
the swivelling function etc. of the

types W and K.

At use of bigger basket systems, e. g.
euro crate box, we recommend the
inset of the series VL GE.


